
Bgroup’s bespoke logistics solution 
streamlines F J Benjamin’s retail business
A focused, well-planned strategy smoothly optimized F J Benjamin’s logistics operations.
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Making fashion move forward

The  Bgroup was set up in 1970 as a company specializing 
in transporting hanging garments. With its rapid growth, 
the business has expanded into restoration services, pick 

and pack, inventory management, stores replenishment and 
reverse logistics.

Today, Bgroup is the ideal partner of leading international 
fashion retailers and apparel brands. The organization has 
seen its services unfolding into a plethora of new options for 
its clients thanks to its unprecedented ability to work in close 
ties and to listen for the clients’ needs in several niche markets 
across various locations in Europe, Asia and America.

“We know how important it is for fashion items to arrive 
in store on time and in perfect conditions,” Beretti says. “We 
work hard to make sure we never disappoint.”

“We stand out for our care towards each customer’s 
needs. We offer tailor-made projects/ solutions -  we fit to our 
clients’ needs, and not have them to fit into our fixed-service 
packages. We are flexible in our ‘mix & match’ approach,” 
notes Beretti. 

“Most of our competitors can only implement two of the 
three main services that we offer—having the extra section of 
quality control, repairing, ironing, reconditioning, and labelling 
give us an edge in the fashion logistics industry,” he adds.

In the meantime, Bgroup is actively considering growth 
opportunities overseas, according to Beretti. 

“We would like to expand into markets that are retail 
logistics related. Expanding region-wise, we are looking to 
expand our existing business to Malaysia, Indonesia and other 
countries we aren’t already present in South East Asia,” he 
says.

Henry Ford once said: “You can’t build a reputation on 
what you are going to do.” This is exactly what Bgroup is: an 
organization that has been creating growing and long-lasting 
relationships with its clients thanks to the outstanding service 
and reliability that they provide.

Some industries rely more on speed and efficiency than 
others, and one such industry is the world of retail 
fashion. Designs which are in vogue today can easily 

be considered outdated tomorrow. “Nothing moves as fast as 
fashion,” remarks Gianmaria Beretti, chief executive officer 
(CEO APAC) at fashion logistics company Bgroup, “and we 
make it move even faster,” he says.

“Our constant search for innovative solutions, and our 
use of new technologies, our skilled staff and advanced IT 
(information technology) systems give us the ability to manage 
autonomously the logistics operations, providing real-time 
information to the client while they can focus on their core 
business,” he adds.

Transforming a retail powerhouse
Recently, Bgroup partnered with luxury brand distributor 
F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd to transform and streamline the 
latter’s business operations. Established in 1959 and listed on 
the Singapore Exchange in 1995, F J Benjamin has a robust 
presence in Southeast Asia, holding offices in Singapore, 
Indonesia, and Malaysia, managing over 20 iconic brands, and 
operating 218 stores.

True enough, Bgroup applied its focused and well-
coordinated logistics and distribution services to F J Benjamin, 
with great success. Within six months, Bgroup had reorganized 
the inbound and outbound operations flow with a new layout 
to maximize productivity and reduce the turnaround time, and 
it is now working on inventory management with the target of 
reducing the storage space of at least 30%. The implementation 
of a new tailored Warehouse Management System (WMS) 
allow to track efficiently any stock movements — a vast 
improvement from the manual, delayed operations of old.

Moreover, F J Benjamin’s logistics cost structure moved 
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from fixed to variable since Bgroup services are now charged 
on a unit basis. The total saving of the annual logistics and 
distribution is approx. 25%, the turnaround time reduced 
by 50% and a clear visibility of the order status during the 
replenishment process.

According to Ian Lim, CEO of F J Benjamin Singapore, 
Bgroup’s business solutions helped improve their logistics 
operations, although the retailer has been running and 
managing its own warehouse operations for over 50 years.

“It really came down to a matter of focus for FJB. What do 
we want to be best at and what can we be best at? We are world 
class retailers and distributors of world class brands. We don’t 
see ourselves as logistics experts and don’t have any aspirations 
of doing so,” Lim said.

Implementing tailor-made solutions
Before sealing its working relationship with F J Benjamin, 
Beretti and his team embarked on a long study and analysis 
of the day-to-day operations flows of FJB in-house warehouse 
in Singapore. Following this period, Beretti examined F J 
Benjamin’s overhead costs and next six months projected 
figures and proposed a workable strategy to maximize staffing 
workloads, hike productivity, and trim operations costs.

“We have implemented what we have been doing in our 
warehouses in Italy and China here in Singapore. We had to 
tweak and adjust the work styles/ways a little to fit the local 
market,” Beretti said of these efforts.

Bgroup’s implementation of his business solution for F J 
Benjamin was not without any hurdles, however. Bgroup had 
to deal with the challenges of combining two different systems 
and expecting them to work seamlessly — “to put culture 
differences aside and work together towards a common goal.”

“As F J Benjamin had their own in-house ERP system, it 

was tough to introduce our WMS as we needed to link both systems for 
it to work,” Beretti confessed. “It took a longer time than needed to get 
the two systems to work together as we had to track down the person 
who designed the unique system as he had then left the firm. We had 
managed to get his assistance to modify the F J Benjamin system so it 
worked flawlessly with our WMS,” Beretti shared. “The integration was a 
huge success.”

There were also certain issues involving manpower. “As they say, 
humans are creatures of habit, [so] it was a little tricky to change the 
mindsets and mentality of the existing team so that they could work 
together, without restrictions, as one,” Beretti said.

Nevertheless, “through lots of persistence and determination,” Bgroup 
managed to overcome these challenges and achieve concrete results for F 
J Benjamin, including changing certain mindsets “to encourage them to 
work as a team to increase productivity.”

Success despite challenges 
For the most part, Bgroup’s efforts have been successful, despite some 
room for improvement in feedback provision and customer service staff 
communication.

“Partnering with Bgroup has allowed our teams to focus on becoming 
better retailers and distributors. For every hour or day we don’t need to 
spend on logistics and warehouse - we have another hour or day to invest 
with our sales associates, our customers and with our stores,” Lim says.

Overall, F J Benjamin has been largely satisfied with Bgroup’s revamp 
of its processes and systems.

“For any organization that wants to focus on their core competency, 
and partner with a trusted, experienced and proven full service logistics 
provider - Bgroup should be a real consideration,” Lim says.

On the back of its successes locally, Bgroup’s expansion plans involve 
owning more Singaporean warehouses to manage new clients and obtain 
additional retail clients in the next few years.

“We are working to come up with a solution or a way to sell unsold 
past season’s merchandise or items that have been in the warehouse for a 
certain amount of time”, Beretti shares.

Bgroup is currently working on a new platform that will function as a 
hub for ideas, propositions, and new solutions, called B-Lab.

“We are already working on how we can grow our business via 
e-solutions,” Beretti reveals, adding that B-Lab Solutions is likely to be 
rolled out to the public by end-2016.

Optimizing warehouse operations is key 

Bgroup revamped the system
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Gianmaria Beretti, CEO of Bgroup


